APA FORMAT: Citing FULL-TEXT ARTICLES
From Library ARTICLE DATABASES

http://library.pensacolastate.edu/


For articles from library databases APA 6th edition requires a DOI (Digital Object Identifier). Always cite the article as it appeared in the original print document, then add the DOI if given. If the DOI is not given, include the name of the library database.

**Scholarly journal:**


Martin, D. M., Smith, R. M., Brittain, M., Fetch, I., & Wu, H. (2001, February). The privacy practices of Web browser extensions. *Communications of the ACM, 44*(2), 45+. doi:10.1145/359205.359226. *(If there are more than eight authors, after the sixth author’s name, insert three ellipses, then the remaining authors)*


*If a more strict interpretation of the APA Manual is required, give the URL of the journal homepage, even though the article is accessed in a library database.*


Unique ID numbers could aid quality, efficiency. (2008, December). *H&HN: Hospitals & Health Networks 82*, 48+. Retrieved from Health Source: Nursing/Academic Edition database. (*No DOI available. If the article is more than one page and no ending page is given, cite the starting page number followed by a plus sign and a period*)


*If a more strict interpretation of the APA Manual is required, give the URL of the magazine homepage, even though the article is accessed in a library database.*


*Always check with your instructor to be sure that you are citing your references correctly.*